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  Part of the nature’s repertoire, these stones are exceptional raw masterpieces, admired and appreciated since ancient times have been classified 
by their gems under the renowned name of semiprecious stones.
Created in nature’s mysterious laboratories, over many thousand years, these stones are just one of the source from where the absolute beauty 
originated. Their structure is a perfect architecture of small crystals coming in an infinite array of colors and depths. These semiprecious stones 
expressing
the essence of elegance, class and beauty are the ultimate touch of perfection for any interior, from classic to modern, from romantic to 
contemporary...
Touches of gold and silver, a large choice of textures and colors expand and enhance their
ability to fit any interior or design.
We can create unique, exclusive pieces with any dimensions and also a variety of applications including kitchen & bathroom surfaces, work surfaces, 
counter tops, floors, walls, furniture, special features and more. We pride ourselves in the fact that all our products are handmade and possibility of 
our client to supervise the manufacturing process. This way we are sure that MAER Charme quality and design will exceed your expectations and 
you will establish a personal relationship with the product.



  Hammering out pieces made of semiprecious stones that should satisfy the lofty 
aesthetic rigour and emulate the expectations of our customers, working towards 
seeing this alongside architects and designers whose perspectives converge in gentle 
exigency and austere subtlety, during a continuance consisting of fourteen years of 
labouring, we have reached a point from where the next step dictates the launching 
of our own lines of fournitures, to the realization of which contribution is being yielded 
by architects Intrinsic to us and by our Romanian factories.

  The whole is the truth. The line, isolated within a sole segment, seeks out for branching 
with another, that will have served not only towards its dilatation and prolongation but 
towards the fulfillment of a different whole that should emphasize, inside the 
penumbra of its own completion, the particular of the petrified wood that comprises 
every element. Difference being situated amidst two repetitions, the blocks join up not 
only to lose their own identity at the behalf of the totality but to accentuate their own 
core illumed by the gold that lays latent inside the whole. It is the perpetual game that 
which engages and disguises intermittently the modern qualities of the table, the 
movement towards dynamic harmonization, disseminated by the emergence of the 
part for the crowning of the whole, and its disappearance in the unitary body that 
preserves encapsulated the fragmentary delicacy.

Petrified Wood Black RETRO/ BRASS 200 MILION YEARS AGO
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petrified wood black retro leather finish / coffee table petrified wood ivory retro / dining table
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aventurin / wash basin aventurin / coffee table





agate blue

resistant to high temperatures between: -20˚C ~ +110˚C / -4˚F ~ +230˚F
resistant to UV atmospheric factors
seawater resistant
more elastic
the color is permanent, will not fade in time
inexistent curvature



petrified wood multicolour
exposure temperature: -20˚C ~ +110˚C / -4˚F ~ +230˚F

petrified wood red
exposure temperature: -20˚C ~ +110˚C / -4˚F ~ +230˚F



tiger eye gold with gold

01
tiger eye gold with gold

02
petrified wood brown with gold

PRODUCTION:
- available on request for different types

  of semiprecious stones
- tiles, listels, slabs with any dimensions

- all with the same lower prices/sqm or sqin
- smaller stones in composition

- the same High End production process

LuksReach
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agate umbra with gold

01
agate umbra with gold

02
agate cezanne

PRODUCTION:
- available on request for different types

  of semiprecious stones
- tiles, listels, slabs with any dimensions

- all with the same lower prices/sqm or sqin
- smaller stones in composition

- the same High End production process

LuksReach



quartz white / backlit

01
quartz white

02
quartz pink

PRODUCTION:
- available on request for different types

  of semiprecious stones
- tiles, listels, slabs with any dimensions

- all with the same lower prices/sqm or sqin
- smaller stones in composition

- the same High End production process

LuksReach





petrified wood brown petrified wood black





agate grey







01
amethyst dark

02
quartz smoky

03
quartz smoky very dark

04
quartz pink

05
quartz white crystal

06
amethyst medium

07
quartz smoky light backlit

08
quartz white

09
quartz pink backlit

10
quartz hematoid









01
jasper palisandru

02
tiger eye gold

03
obsidian black with gold

04
sodalite

05
malachite

06
tiger eye iron

07
tiger eye blue

08
obsidian black with silver

09
lapis lazuli A

10
quartz chocolate



agate opal



01
fluorite

02
calcite blue

03
jasper desert

04
jasper green with gold

05
jasper shellflint

06
fluorite backlit

07
calcite orange with gold

08
jasper red with gold

09
jasper red fancy

10
jasper caramel







tiger eye blue



agate crystal - resistant to UV







agate jellyfish giant backlit
agate grey giant

agate delta light giant
agate blue giant

agate chocolate giant
agate phoenix giant
agate umbra giant

petrified wood ivory retro leather fnish
petrified black retro leather finish

jasper zebra
agate atena with gold
petrified wood yellow

agate rubane with gold
calcite orange with gold

agate yelow
quartz chocolate with gold

tiger eye gold
petrified wood brown with gold

tiger eye iron
jasper ocean
agate green

fluorite
agate delta

agate sabara
malachite

malachite with gold
jasper green with gold

labradorite green with gold
adventurin dark

agate RX with gold
jasper desert

agate oceania
amazonite

agate atena light with gold
calcite blue

amazonit graphene
apatite blue
lapis lazuli A

agate blue
sodalite with silver

amethyst dark
tiger eye blue
quartz white

quartz white with gold
quartz white with silver

agate white white gold
quartz smoky light

quartz green
quartz smoky medium
jasper shellflint brushed

petrified wood ivory
agate grey

quartz smoky very dark
agate umbra with gold

petrified wood black with yellow
agatona natural

agate black diamond
obsidian with gold

agate hypnosis
obsidian black silver with svarowsky crystals

petrified wood jurassic black
quartz pink

quartz pink with gold
quartz hematoid crystal

jasper red with gold only red selection
jasper fancy

jasper red multicolor
petrified wood red

tiger eye gold with blue
petrified wood brown

agate carnelian with gold
petrified wood jurassic brown

petrified wood yellow
quartz yellow

feldspath tiger




